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ABSTRACT
Occlusion is one of the challenging problems in visual tracking.
Most of the previous works alleviate this problem by randomly sam-
pled weak features, or analyze it by methods closely related with
specific trackers. In this paper, we propose an effective mecha-
nism to detect the occlusion status by random forests, and embed
this method into object trackers with a common strategy. We divide
the target region into some regular parts, and extract the pairing fea-
tures within and outside the parts to encode the structure information
of the tracked target. The random forests are online trained to dis-
criminate the occlusion status of the parts using occlusion-dependent
samples. Several challenging video sequences are used to verify the
model, and it proves that our model is capable of recognizing the
occlusion status during tracking. The performance of two typical
state-of-the-art object trackers is improved by embedding this occlu-
sion detection method.

Index Terms— Visual tracking, occlusion detection, object
tracker

1. INTRODUCTION

Visual tracking is an important but difficult topic in computer vision.
The purpose of visual tracking is to locate the tracked target and ob-
tain its accurate trajectory. This trajectory acts as one of the middle
level features and contains the key motional information for high
level analysis. However, visual tracking in real scenario faces many
challenging problems, such as illumination changes, pose variations,
and occlusions, etc. These problems always cause the template of the
target can’t describe itself accurately, therefore the object tracker is
hard to discriminate the target and distractors in the background.

To cope with above problems, the tracking-by-detection ap-
proaches become popular and effective recently [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7].
Generally, these trackers generate a basic template when the initial
region of the target is selected by the user or an object detector.
When the next image arrives, the trackers update this template using
online learning algorithms under reasonable assumptions. Com-
monly, these algorithms implicitly select the representative features
which are kept unchanged under complex circumstance, and they
works very well when the appearance of target varies gradually.
However, the methods do not analyze the status of occlusion explic-
itly. The appearance will change discontinuously when the serious
occlusion takes place, and the trackers which can’t discriminate
the occlusion and non-occlusion will update the template of target
incorrectly. Thus, the erroneous template may cause drift problem.
Therefore, it is important to analyze the status of occlusion, which
is one of the keys to improve the performance of object trackers as
shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The general process of tracking by detection, in which occlu-
sion may cause the drift problem if the trackers can’t discriminate
the status of occlusion and non-occlusion (a), but the tracking can be
improved if the occlusion is handled (b).

In this paper, we focus on how to obtain an effective mechanism
to detect the occlusion status, and embed the occlusion analysis into
the object trackers with a common strategy.

How to handle the occlusion problem is discussed in most of
the previous works implicitly or explicitly. For example, the online
boosting methods re-weight randomized weak features to emphasize
the stable features, while weaken the unreliable ones, such as those
in occluded parts [1, 2, 3]. The sparse representation treats the oc-
cluded parts as noisy signals in the template [5, 6]. However, serious
occlusion always takes place when other objects pass by. In these
cases, it is not reasonable to model the occlusion only using implicit
reweighting-features or by noisy signals any more. To explicitly an-
alyze how the object is occluded or which parts are occluded dur-
ing tracking, the generative models and discriminative models are
employed [8, 9]. One generative model aims to construct the cor-
responding between the pixels in the current image with those in
previous image, and the occluded pixels are labeled with the iden-
tity of the tracked objects [8]. To discriminate whether an object
is occluded or not, the target region can be divided into some cell
grids, and the occlusion status of each cell is determined by an SVM
classifier trained offline [9].

Our proposed method adopts random forests to discriminate the
occlusion status for the regular parts of the target. Because most of
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Fig. 2. The pairing Haar-like features to train the decision tree for
random forests. (a) The Haar-like representation for tracked target.
(b) The Haar-like features to train the random forests to discriminate
the occlusion status.

the object trackers (such as compressive tracker [4] and L1-tracker
[5, 6]) extract the features from regular target region, they can extract
the features from these parts. Thus, our method can be embedded
into these object trackers to improve their performance. Although
the discriminative model is also used in [9], that method is dependent
on patterns of the targets, and closely related with the object tracker,
whereas our method has no these limitations.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section
two, we present how to construct the random forests for occlusion
analysis, and how to embed the model into object trackers with a
common strategy. In section three, we show the performance tuning
of occlusion detection and the improvement for the two of typical
state-of-the-art tracking methods. Finally, we conclude this paper.

2. OCCLUSION DETECTION AND ITS EMBEDDING

We adopt discriminative model to analyze the occlusion status for
the tracked target. To improve the common object trackers with oc-
clusion analysis effectively, we divide the target region into some
regular parts, and the status of each part is classified as visible or
occluded.

The random forests method is employed by the reason of its high
speed, parallelism, and convenience to update. Therefore, we train
a random forest for each part and determine which parts are reliable
for tracking.

2.1. Learning random forests for occlusion detection

Because a decision tree has low bias but high variance when it is gen-
eralized, random forests are proposed to obtain more stable models
by reducing the variance of the trees [10]. They average a large of
de-correlated trees and obtain the bagging models. Because of its ro-
bustness for noise and distracting samples, Random Forests are used
successfully for object tracking problem [11, 12].

To construct a random forest, features with different sequences
are randomly selected from feature space. The bootstrapped samples
are drawn to train the trees separately using these feature sequences.
Given one sample (X, y) composed of the feature vector X and its
label y, y ∈ {0, 1}, the binary test, which makes the sample be clas-
sified further, on node i for one tree t is:

ℎt
i(X, �

t
i) =

{
1 g(f t

i (X,Pa), f t
i (X,Pb)) > �ti

0 otherwise
(1)

where g is a comparing function, f t
i (X,P ), i = 1...M extracts the

sub-feature set in the feature vectorX from position P , and �ti is the

Fig. 3. Contextual Haar-like pairing features for positive and nega-
tive samples to discriminate the occlusion status with occlusion sim-
ulation. (a) The partial occlusion simulation with the part we con-
cerned visible. (b) The contextual pairing features for the case in
(a). (c) The partial occlusion simulation with the part we concerned
occluded. (d) The contextual pairing features for the case in (c).

threshold. All of the binary tests ℎt
i(X, �

t
i) compose the classifier

Ht(X,Θt) for the tree t [10]. The overall discriminant function of
the random forest can be formulated as:

H(X) =
1

T

T∑
t=1

Ht(X,Θt) (2)

where T is the number of the trees.
The features and its sub-features extraction for binary test Eq.

(1) always compose a weak classifier. For example, in P-N learning,
the difference between the intensity values of randomized two points
is used to construct the binary test with threshold zero. Unlike that,
we adopt the Haar-like combining features because of its effective-
ness of implementation, scalability and more robustness than point-
based feature. We represent the tracked target by randomly sampled
Haar-like pairing features as in Fig. 2(a). However, we should not
use any feature pairs without location constraint for our classifier,
because our task is to discriminate whether one part is occluded or
not. As in Fig. 2(b), to construct one feature pair, we select the
first feature of the pair, f t

i (X,Pa) in Eq. (1), randomly within the
concerned part, and the second feature, f t

i (X,Pb) in Eq. (1), from
outside of the part but within the target region. Thus, relative struc-
tures between the part and the other region of the target are encoded
by the random forests through combination of the inner and outer
features. The occlusion status is determined by analyzing whether
the relative structures are changed or not.

2.2. Contextual pairing features

To train the random forests for discrimination of occlusion status,
we first draw the samples around the tracking result in each frame.
However, these samples are not enough for training the classifier to
determine the occlusion status. They can be considered as the cases
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of full occlusion, and actually are only the subset of what we need to
train our classifiers.

In order to obtain more reasonable samples, a straightforward
method to construct the samples is to simulate the occlusion situ-
ations. For one part which is concerned in the target region, we
implement this simulation through copying the surrounding patches
out of the target from different directions to cover interior patches of
the target region, for example, from bottom of the target as in Fig.
3(a). However, this simulation is constrained and costly. Instead of
this straightforward patch copy, we translate one of the feature pair
in Eq. (1) from original position to outside of the target region as
in Fig. 3(b). These pairing features with one translated are called
contextual pairing features.

There are two types of contextual pairing features: the non-
occlusion case for concerned part and the occlusion case for it. The
former is considered as positive ones and the latter is negative ones.
In order to construct the positive contextual pairing features, the
translations of four directions are considered: from left, from right,
from top and from bottom. Each translation from one direction
will swap the outer feature f t

i (X,Pb) at that side with the feature
f̄ t
i (X, P̄b) out of the target in that direction. For example, Fig.

3(a) and Fig. 3(b) illustrate the example of translation from bottom.
The probability of the swapw(f t

i (X,Pb), f̄
t
i (X, P̄b)) is related with

their relative distance, and can be formulated as:

p(w(f t
i (X,Pb), f̄

t
i (X, P̄b))) ∝ exp(−�∣∣Pb − P̄b∣∣2) (3)

In order to construct the negative contextual pairing features.
The four directions of translation are adopted: from top-left, from
top-right, from bottom-right, and from bottom-left. Each translation
will overlap the concerned part completely. Thus we swap all of the
inner features f t

i (X,Pa) to the neighbor regions outside of the target
in the four different directions. For example, Fig. 3(c) and Fig. 3(d)
illustrate the example of translation from top-left. The probability of
the swap is similar with Eq. (3).

2.3. Embedding occlusion detection into object trackers

In order to embed the occlusion analysis into the object trackers, we
assume that the target region can be represented with rectangle or
rectangle after affine transformation. This assumption is established
for most of the state-of-the-art methods [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6].

In the tracking problem, given each new frame, we want to ob-
tain the optimal position of our target object. Generally, the template
Q̄ of the target is learned with some features, and the similarity or
likelihood S(Q̄,Q(x)) for one candidate region Q(x) is calculated.

In our method of occlusion detection, the target region is divided
intoN regular parts. We can obtain the label yi for the occlusion sta-
tus of each part i, i = 1...N , where non-occlusion status is labeled
as positive. Thus, the overall similarity or likelihood can be calcu-
lated for this multi-part model as:

S(Q̄,Q(x)) =

N∑
i=1

yiS(Q̄i, Qi(x))

N∑
i=1

yi

(4)

In the experiments, we will show this weighting formulation is
rational and effective for improving object trackers.

Fig. 4. The ROC curves of performance for occlusion detection with
different settings using random forests.

3. EXPERIMENTS

We evaluate our methods with experiments in two aspects. First, we
illustrate the effectiveness of occlusion detection based on the track-
ing ground truth. Second, the two state-of-the-art object trackers
are employed and embedded with the occlusion analysis, and their
tracking performance is improved manifestly on several changing
datasets.

3.1. The evaluation of occlusion detection

In our model for occlusion detection, we utilize the randomized
threshold for the binary test of Eq. (1), and thus the extremely ran-
domized forests are adopted [13]. The parameter � in Eq. (3) is set
to 0.06. Because the numbers of decision trees and features are the
key settings for random forest, we need to confirm the appropriate
values for them.

In this experiment, we use face1 sequence [14] to verify these
configurations, and the tracked target, as in Fig. 1, is divided into
regular 3x3 parts. Because the unstable tracking process may im-
pose extra erroneous structure information, we use the ground truth
of tracking to evaluate the results of occlusion detection for the parts.
The different configuration combinations of 15∼127 trees and 5∼16
pairing features per tree are tested. We omit the contextual pairing
features for the best configuration to show the drops of performance,
thus, to prove the importance of these simulated features. In Fig. 4,
we illustrate ROC curves for the results of some typical configura-
tions.

We can see from the experimental results shown in Fig. 4, al-
though the performance is better when there are more trees, the per-
formance does not increase remarkably when the number of the trees
is larger than 63, whereas increasing the number of the features can
promote the performance, but some problems, such as overfitting,
will arise when the depth of trees is larger than 10. Thus, the config-
uration of 63 trees and 10 features is a better choice.

3.2. Embedding the occlusion analysis into object trackers

To evaluate the occlusion detection method, we present our experi-
ments on six challenging video sequences. Five of these sequences
are chosen from public dataset: face1 [14], iLids [15], TUD [16],
face2 [3], caviar [17]. The last sequence, driving, is downloaded
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OE-
CT CT OE-

APGL1 APGL1 FRAG MIL

face1 0.127 0.276 0.067 0.068 0.076 0.255
iLids 0.208 0.795 0.096 0.148 0.072 0.222
TUD 0.088 0.424 0.044 0.172 0.055 0.453
face2 0.119 0.177 0.085 0.088 0.096 0.157
caviar 0.255 0.347 0.067 0.281 0.104 0.243
driving 0.256 0.487 0.064 0.140 0.149 0.455

Table 1. The experimental comparison between CT, APGL1, FRAG,
MIL and our improved object trackers: OE-CT and OE-APG1 on
six video sequences with serious occlusion. The average errors after
normalization are utilized to evaluate the tracking results.

from Youku. These sequences contain serious occlusion cases for
faces, pedestrians and cars.

We embed our occlusion analysis method into the two state-
of-the-art object trackers: the compressive tracker (CT tracker) [4]
and robust L1 tracker using accelerated proximal gradient approach
(AGPL1 tracker) [6], which are two of typical state-of-the-art object
tracking methods. The concrete embedding methods are referred as
Eq. (4). The parameters for the random forests are similar in all
experiments as explained previously.

We call the improved object trackers for CT tracker and AGPL1
tracker as OE-CT and OE-APGL1. To illustrate the merits of our
method, we compare the methods with online multiple instance
learning (MIL) [3] and fragments based tracking (FRAG) [14]. The
two methods are robust to occlusion as the authors explained, and
we use the codes from their home pages for comparison.

The average tracking errors between the ground truths and track-
ing results are utilized to evaluate the experimental results. We nor-
malize the average errors using the targets’ size of ground truth for
fair comparison. The table 1 gives the experimental results.

As the illustration from Table 1, the occlusion embedding meth-
ods, OE-CT and OE-APGL1, can improve the tracking results than
original two methods respectively. Both of them have more accu-
rate results than that of MIL in most cases, whereas OE-APGL1 is
better than OE-CT. The method FRAG adopts the specific mecha-
nism for handling occlusion, and it has more stable results than OE-
CT, whereas OE-APGL1 achieves best results except in the sequence
of iLids, in which color features is outstanding than other features.
Fig. 5 shows some tracking examples of OE-CT and OE-APGL1
and their original methods CT and APGL1.

In the Fig. 5, we observe that the serious occlusion leads to dis-
turbance for object trackers. The tracking even drifts for the targets
in the sequences of iLids, TUD and driving. The feature reweighting
process according to explicit occlusion analysis corrects the erro-
neous tracking and drifting for these sequences, and improves the
tracking results.

4. CONCLUSION

We propose an effective method using random forests model to de-
tection occlusion status. The efficient Haar-like paring features com-
bining with their extensive contextual pairing features are proposed
to train the random forests. The experimental results show these fea-
tures can detect the occlusion status for the parts of target region. We
embed the occlusion detection method into two of the state-of-the-
art object trackers, and the results are improved manifestly based
upon several challenging video sequences, which all have serious

(a) Tracking examples using CT and OE-CT

(b) Tracking examples using APGL1 and OE-APGL1

Fig. 5. The examples of tracking results with original object track-
ers and ones embedding our occlusion detection. (a) The tracking
results of CT tracker [4] and its updated version OE-CT on the three
video sequences of face1, iLids and TUD. (b) The tracking results of
APGL1 [15] and its updated version OE-APGL1 on the three video
sequences of face2, caviar and driving. In all six examples, the yel-
low solid boxes indicate the results of updated trackers, whereas the
red dashed boxes indicate the results with original trackers.

occlusion situation. This proves the effectiveness of our occlusion
detection method and its improvement for the object trackers.
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